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Abstract. German best practice standards for secondary use of patient data require pseudonymization and informational separation of powers assuring that identifying data (IDAT), pseudonyms (PSN), and medical data (MDAT) are never simultaneously knowable by any party involved in data provisioning and use. We describe a solution meeting these requirements based on the dynamic interaction of three software agents: the clinical domain agent (CDA), which processes IDAT and MDAT, the trusted third party agent (TTA), which processes IDAT and PSN, and the research domain agent (RDA), which processes PSN and MDAT and delivers pseudonymized datasets. CDA and RDA implement a distributed workflow by employing an off-the-shelf workflow engine. TTA wraps the gPAS framework for pseudonymization and persistence. All agent interactions are implemented via secured REST-APIs. Rollout to three university hospitals was seamless. The workflow engine allowed meeting various overarching requirements, including auditability of data transfer and pseudonymization, with minimal additional implementation effort. Using a distributed agent architecture based on workflow engine technology thus proved to be an efficient way to meet technical and organizational requirements for provisioning patient data for research purposes in a data protection compliant way.
1. Introduction

The Medical Informatics Initiative (MII) in Germany [1], initiated and funded by the Federal Ministry of Education and Research, has, since 2016, pursued facilitating secondary use of patient data in German University Hospitals by developing a generic, interoperable infrastructure to enable local and cross-site data sharing and usage. In the initial implementation phase of the MII, the SMITH consortium, currently comprising ten German university hospitals, collaborated in realizing and evaluating one of four competitive implementation concepts to achieve this goal [2]. The initial plans to realize these goals by employing an IHE-based infrastructure [2] was found to require adjustment to achieve these goals across the SMITH sites since the complex requirements of secondary use of highly confidential, heterogeneous patient data for research were not mappable to IHE standard compliant processes and interfaces with the available technologies provided by the SMITH commercial partners without breaking standard compliance and thus interoperability with the available resources. In particular, the need to technically and organizationally segregate the information technological (IT) infrastructure at the SMITH sites into two domains – the clinical domain (CD) and the research domain (RD) – was identified. The CD allows processing of all patient related data – including their identifying information – for the purpose of supporting and optimizing patient care, with the legal basis provided by the contractual relationship between patient and healthcare provider, whereas the RD only processes data of patients who have given broad consent [3,4] to secondary use of their pseudonymized patient data for research purposes (Fig. 1). Current German national best practice standards [5] require an informational separation of powers, where no party involved in the pseudonymization process required when performing selective data transfer from CD to RD may at any time simultaneously have access to directly identifying information (IDAT, e.g. a patient’s name or date of birth), medical data (MDAT, the “payload”), and definitive pseudonyms (PSN), with the intention to organizationally and technically minimize the risk of malicious or unintentional de-pseudonymization (Fig. 1). To achieve this, the relations between IDAT and PSN are typically entrusted to a trusted third party service (TTA), effectively a third independent domain, which alone can de-pseudonymize by retrieving IDAT for a given PSN, but never sees any MDAT.

Figure 1. Domain separation and data storage at SMITH sites.
2. Methods

To achieve this goal, the target overall data selection, pseudonymization, and physical data transfer workflow was mapped to an agent-based architecture where a Clinical Domain Agent (CDA) and a Research Domain Agent (RDA) interact with a trusted third party agent (TTA) to jointly execute a distributed workflow. Informational separation of powers is realized via generation of a temporary transport PSN (TPSN) for each potentially identifying data item. This is used to tag MDAT for transferral from CDA to RDA, resolved via TTA by RDA, and deleted irreversibly after successful completion of the entire transferral workflow (Fig. 2). CDA consumes FHIR data from heterogeneous sources while RDA synchronizes to a standard compliant FHIR server. All agents were implemented in Java™ SE 11 using the Spring™ framework [6], allowing lightweight, low-maintenance operation on independent virtual machines in separated network domains. CDA and RDA use the open source version of the Camunda™ workflow engine [7] to auditable execute BPMN workflows modeled using the Camunda™ modeler, while TTA uses gPAS from the MOSAIC toolbox [8] for pseudonym generation and persistence. IDAT and MDAT were represented in MII core dataset FHIR profile [9] compliant JSON. All agent interactions were realized via certificate authentication based, TLS secured REST APIs using Spring Boot and Spring Security mechanisms, including the workflow handover between separated Camunda™ instances via the Camunda™ REST API. IDAT->PSN substitution was extended beyond classical IDAT items to FHIR identifiers that could facilitate identification attacks using a generically parameterizable substitution/deidentification mechanism that made use of the inherent structure of FHIR based data representations.

![Figure 2. Distributed workflow of CDA and RDA with TTA.](image)
3. Results

Combined usage of the Spring framework and the Camunda™ engine allowed for rapid prototype implementation of the overall system at one SMITH site (Bonn), while a second SMITH site (Essen) implemented the generic deidentification mechanisms. The Camunda™ user interface and audit features, which facilitated straightforward monitoring of transfer processes and rapid post hoc analysis of system behavior, combined with the broad set of convenience features provided by the Spring framework, enabled rapid prototype implementation and verification, with less than three months from initial conceptualization to roll-out to the first non-development SMITH site. Site-specific customization requirements driven by the inter-site infrastructural heterogeneity resulting from very different clinical IT setups at SMITH sites were subsequently identified, extracted, and exposed via Spring declarative configuration mechanisms, allowing SMITH sites with limited software development resources to adapt the system to their specific requirements and thus achieve successful integration. Within 5 months, 3 SMITH sites were thus enabled to demonstrate successful, data protection compliant and fully auditable CD to RD data transfers involving a TTA, contributing to all SMITH sites successfully passing the obligatory MII project audit in spring 2021.

In practice, system stability and performance, even without any investment in specific tuning, was found to be quite satisfactory, with a typical dataset of roughly 5 million FHIR-resources transferred in 5:40 hours.

4. Discussion

The clean decomposition of functionalities and processing steps enforced by the workflow-centric architecture facilitated distribution of development tasks between the Bonn and Essen teams, enabling an agile distributed development workflow without exacerbating integration efforts when merging contributions from the participating development sites. The capabilities of the workflow engine proved crucial to successfully verifying and validating the system within the available timeframe and resource constraints and remain essential to comply with auditability and monitoring requirements imposed by local data protection and IT security regulations. Declarative configuration enabled by the Spring mechanisms proved essential to enable partner sites without sufficient software development capabilities to rapidly adapt the developed system to their local requirements.

Since completion of the primary prototype implementation, the solution has continuously evolved, improving robustness and adding features such as a configurable cohort selection for scheduled data transmission tasks. During this agile and iterative improvement process, the workflow engine based approach proved valuable in reducing the complexity of adaptation tasks and simplifying debugging of system behavior.

Future work will include adaptation of the developed system to the evolving requirements of MII use cases, including managing data types such as biosignals and images not amenable to efficient representation in FHIR, and integration of the developed system with the evolving and increasingly convergent national MII infrastructure of the current funding phase recently initiated, which is currently being constructed from components derived from the results of the four consortia from the previous funding phase.
5. Conclusions

We have shown that an agent-based decomposition of a de-identification and data transfer workflow between different domains of a medical IT architecture involving a trusted third party service to achieve informational separation of powers can successfully, rapidly, and efficiently be implemented and rolled out using an off-the-shelf workflow engine combined with modern Java™ frameworks. Modern workflow engines additionally resolve various overarching concerns of critical relevance when processing sensitive patient data, including full auditability of all data processing steps.
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